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This research project seeks to develop a framework to establish the role and ef-
fectiveness of reconfigurable antennas and machine learning in inferring physical
relationships among wireless devices. Our problem setting involves a group of Wi-
Fi sensors gathering metadata about wireless devices within their respective ranges.
Data collection is performed using packet sniffing by setting the network interface
cards of sensors to monitor mode. For most devices, packet metadata includes
a unique media access control (MAC) address for both the packet source and its
destination. Along with timestamps and received signal strength indicators, this
information is stored in a centralized database and subsequently analyzed.

The rationale for this system is that close spatiotemporal proximity of wireless de-
vices indicates social interactions in the physical world. Essentially, devices that are
frequently found in the vicinity of one another are likely owned by people that are
somehow connected socially. In this setup, devices are considered to be spatiotem-
porally close if they are seen by the same antenna during a small time period. It
follows that the size and shape of the antenna footprint will have an effect on the
quality and quantity of the geographical information. At the extreme, an omnidirec-
tional antenna that can monitor the entire test-area will give no useful geographical
information. Conversely, an antenna with an extremely small footprint will localize
any device it sees to a specific point, but will gather much less information compared
to a larger footprint. Though it is unclear what the ideal antenna pattern would be
for this task, it is reasonable to assume that it will depend on certain environmental
factors, e.g., density of devices, size of the monitored area, graph connectivity among
devices, etc. Based on these assumptions, this initiative explores the role of recon-
figurable antennas in creating a system that is adaptable to different environments.
Machine learning techniques are then leveraged to identify operating conditions in
(near) real time and reconfigure the antennas accordingly.

For mathematical analysis and simulations, the monitored area is reduced to a
quantized 2-dimensional grid. Motion of devices is modeled as random walks, which
reflect at the boundaries of the area. When a device finds a (pre-determined) peer
device in close proximity, the two units pause for a random amount of time, whose
mean is proportional to their “connectedness”. Antenna footprints are modeled as
connected subsets of the grid such that devices located within a footprint are visible
to the corresponding sensors; devices outside of that same subset are invisible. The
inference task is to reconstruct the matrix of social connectedness based on observed
data. The associated design challenge is to build dynamic antennas and pick sensor
locations as to maximize overall system performance.


